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Student Awareness
Affects Legislation
Manuel Franco

This is part one of a two-part
series on the University of New
Mexico area State House and
Senate Representatives. Part two
will appear in Thursday's issue of
the Daily Lobo.

John Biltz gets his bicycle engr11ved v'ith his soci•l secudty number by Officer Robert Mertlnez
while Officer John Gallegos looks on. Operation Identification will continue todtly on the west side
of Ortega Hall, Wednesday and Thursday at the Schnol of Medicine •nd Friday 11t the ust side of La
Posada.

Foundation Coordinates Gifts
Marcos Martinez
Gifts and contributions to
universities from the private and
business sectors have been instrumental in shaping institutions
of higher learning since the turn of
the century, and today this process
is coordinated on the University of
New Mexico campus by the UNM
Foundation, Inc.
The tax-exempt foundation is
just a little over a year old, and
Executive Director Robert Lalicker

says, "We're very pleased with the contributors that includes oilmen
foundation and the fine work of the and housewives.
How is the money spent?
individuals involved with it."
Some donors specify what they
"Our sole purpose is to benefit
want their gift to be used for.
UNM," La Iicker said.
About 5 percent of the funds are
The foundation does this by
for
"unrestricted" use, which
coordinating gifts and conmeans the foundation and
tributions from non-government
university decides where the money
sources which include private inwill be spent.
dividuals, corporations and trust
Last year the foundation spent
funds.
3.5 million dollars on "gifts in
The foundation last year drew in kind" which would include money
$4.2 million, from a range of for library collections, art objects
and research projects.
The foundation also sponsors a
five-year-old
Presidential
Scholarship l)rogram, which helps
New Mexico high school graduates
with $900 per year for four years.
The scholarships are based on
made,
developing
start-up
merit
1 and there are now 425 UNM
procedures and mailing list brokers.
Leading the workshop will be students who are recipients of the
Cortez Williams, Ph.D. 1 a award. Over one million dollars
professional business training have been raised this year for the
In addition to
consultant and a member of the scholarship fund.
White House Conference on Small individual contributions, the
foundation has set up the Tom L.
Business.
Dr. Williams is a special per- Popejoy Society, for persons who
sonnel management consultant for wish to contribute $10,000 outright
the federal government and an or $15,000 over a ten-year period.
Most of the funds received by the
adjunct professor of Public:
foundation are allocated to
Admistration at UNM.
Registration for the seminar will university programs, and some of
he held through Sept. There is a the money is invested in the money
market, with a 15 percent return,
registration fee of $75.
Lalicker said.
"We're small, of course, and
we've had a very fine first year.
We've been wetl supported by the
university, including President
As a result of a higher than
A flu vaccine is now available at
Davis," he said.
the University of New Mexico expected mortality rate from last
Student Health Center Allergy and years' flu, the potency of this year•s
vaccine has been doubled but
Immunization Clinic.
project at the Foundation under
The injections can be obtained in contains the same three flu strains:
contract to the business weekly,
Room 236 of the Health Center, A/Brazil. A/Bangkok and B/Hong
Executive Intelligenc:eReview.
through Friday 8 to 11 :30 Kong.
M()nday
Bardwell graduated from
a.m.
and
1 to 3:30p.m.
Swarthmore College in 1971 with
'rhe last day to add classes is
Persons at least 29 years old or
high honors in physics and received
Friday, Sept. 4. Grade options
The flu vaccine is recommended persorts who received at least one
a doctorate from the University of may be changed until Sept 18., for those with heart or circulatory dose of the 1978-79, 1979-80 ol'
Colorado in 1976 in plasma
and the last day to drop a class is
problems,
chronic pulmonary 1980-81 flu vaccine wili receive one
physics.
Oct. 2.
problems, chrortic kidney disease, injection of this year1s vaccine
He is a member of Phi Beta
Registration center hours have
diabetes, severe anemia and
Those under 29 years old will
Kappa and the American Physical
been shortened for September.
defective immunity system.
receive two injections, one month
Society.
The new hours at Bandelier Hall
It is also recommended for older apart.
East are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Tickets are $2.SO for students
persorts and those who h::tve ocThe vaccine costs students $9 for
Monday through Friday.
and $3.50 for the generat public at
casionally increased risk of ex· _ one injection and $15 for two inthe Student Activities Center in the
posure.
jections.
SUB.

Business Class Offered
A
Mail Order Business
Workshop will be presented by the
UNM Division of Continuing
Education on Sept. 18.
The seminar, designed for those
who desire to go into the business
with low investment capital, will
give participants a basic knowledge
and understanding of the mail
order business.
Topics to be included are profit
potential, markets, location personnel needed, facility needs,
equipment and fixtures, advertising
and promotions, the five areas of
mail order where large profits are

Flu Vaccine Now Available
At Srudent Health Center

. Fusion Energy To Kick Off
Connnitties' Lecture Series
The ASUNM Speakers' Committee lecture series will open Sept.
11 with Dr. Steven Bardwell from
the Fusion Energy Foundation.
Bardwell will discuss the
scientific, technical and economic
aspects of fusion energy.
As director of plasma physics
research at the Fusion Energy
Foundation, Bardwell supervises
the foundation's work in plasma
theory, fusion development and
industrial applieation of plasma
physics.
He is currently project manager
for the et:onometrics research

Student concerns would receive
more attention in the New Mexico
Legislature if students would
become more involved in the
"political process, four university
area state representatives say.
By becoming active in political
organizations and being campaign
workers for candidates, students
could gain political power, District
16 State Senator Tom Rutherford
says.
Rutherford, a UNM law student,
is one of three senators and three
house
representatives,
all
Democrats, who represent the
UNM area in the New Mexico
Legislature.
Besides Rutherford, the UNM
area's other two state senators are
District 12's Mike Alarid, the
majority floor leader, and District
14's Manny M. Aragon.
Rutherford, whose job as
majority whip is the third highest
senate position, counts students
living in the dormitories among his
constituents.
"None of us (legislators) get as
much contact with people as we
would like," Rutherford says.
"Students have an uphill battle,"
says District 18 Representative
Judith Pratt, but students can grab
the legislature's attention "with
numbers and by applying pressure
, .• and by educating legislators."
District 18 includes the area east
of Harvard Drive and south of
Central A venue.
Pratt says there is a lot of antiUNM feeling among legislators in
southern and eastern New Mexico
because they do not feel UNM helps
the whole state. "It's a historical
thing," she says.
But those same legislators do
support UNM's Medical School
"since they feel it helps the whole
state," she says.
Part of students' problems with
political power comes from their
moving often and having to reregister to vote each time they
move, Prattsays.

''It would help if students were
more aggressive, especially because
the legislature is more powerful"
now that the federal government
will give states more power over
social programs, Pratt says.
"Almost anything can be done
with the involvement of students,"
.says District ll Representative Felix
Nunez, whose district includes
almost all of the central and. north
campuses.
"An effect (on issues) comes
from the numbers that respond ,
, . by writing or calling,'' Nunez
says.
Nunez says be did not receive any
letters or calls from students during
the last legislative session. "I feel
since I give them (students) my
time, they should give me some
time," he says.
"The campus has great potential
power for someone who knows
what he's doing," Nunez.
"If students vote for those who
produce and will produce .•. not
just promise, they'll be okay,''
Nunez says.
"1 think in the present
philosophy of the (state) legislative
leadership, student opinions are not
widely sought and perhaps considered,'' District 22 State
Representative Frank Horan, says.
The 64-year-old Horan was the
Albuquerque city attorney and
legislative lobbyist for 23 years. He
says the way students "can be most
effective is by taking a position on a
m~tter and talking to individuals
about it, not by going to the (state)
capitol and carrying banners"
which "just draws attention" but
docs not really influence legislators.
District 22 includes the area
north of Lomas Boulevard and east
of Stanford Drive.
Judith Pratt says running unsuccessfully for the Albuquerque
School Board in 1977 "whet my
appetite" for politics.
Pratt won her first term in the
house in 1978 and wac: re-elected in
1978.
Pratt says she is an "ABD" in
education, that is, she has done
"All But (her) Dissertation" to
obtain her doctorate in education.
Pratt calls herself a "(ull-fledged
Progressive" who is much concerned about civil rights and
minority concerns.
continued on page 3
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Treasure Search Abandoned
MONTAUK, N.Y. ~ Divers,
some reporting breathing and
hearing problems from their long
hours
underwater,
Monday
abandoned their treasure hunt for a
scGond safe in the ruins of the
sunken luxury liner Andrea Doria.
Peter Gimbel, the department
store heir who headed the monthlong expedition, called off the
search because he had run out of
money to continue the costly
venture. Gimbel himself reportedly
was suffering from a fever as the
expedition drew to a close.
The decision was a bittersweet
one for Gimbel and the crew, who
had achieved many of their goals,
yet still regretted that they were

continued from pagB 1

partment to acclimatize them to the
deepwater search.
Divers located one safe Thursday
and were keeping it immersed in
water for fear its contents would
disintegrate if sea water had seeped
into the safe and were allowed to
leak out.
The expedition's second goal to determine why the "unsinkable"
Andrea Doria went down ~ also
was achieved, a spokesman for the
expedition said,
Divers late Sunday discovered
"massive damage" to the hull,
astonishing shipwreck experts who
assumed the liner sank because one
of its watertight compartment
doors had been carelessly left open.

unable to raise the second safe and
its expected cache of jewels, money
and other valuables totaling up to
$4 million.
Gimbel directed divers to spend
the last day of the expedition
shooting underwater film for a
documentary on the Andrea Doria,
which sank to the bottom of the
Atlantic Ocean after colliding with
a freighter 25 years ago. The divers
have been filming throughout the
venture.
Several of the divers were suffering from respiratory and ear
problems after more than two
weeks in compression without any
fresh air, he said. The divers have
been living in a pressurized com-

Columbia Returns to Launch Pad
will remain open.
Hugh Harris, a Kennedy Space
Center public affairs official, said
the action will reduce the crowd of
on-site viewers for the start of the
five-day flight to 35,000 from the
45,000 to 50,000 originally expected.
Koller said at a news conference
that if hydrochloric acid droplets
from the exhaust cloud fell on
unprotected people, some skin
reddening and burning sensation
could occur. He said the fallout
could be washed off without
further harm.

did occur on the first 54-hour flight
have already been addressed, but
Dr. Albert Koller, chief of the
spaceport's
environmental
management staff, said the fallout
problem was somewhat of a surprise.
It was discovered that acid
droplets from a cloud of exhaust
products from the shuttle's twin
booster rockets had caused some
superficial spotting on vegetation
up to four miles north of the launch
site. He said there was no harm to
animals in the area.
But since the wind in October is
often from the northeast, Koller
said two viewing areas used by
congressmen and other dignitaries 3
I/2 miles to the southwest of the
launch pad will be closed for the
second launch. A news media
observation site in the same area

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. The shuttle Columbia Monday
became the first spaceship to return
to the launch pad for a second
flight and officials announced the
closure of two viewing sites for the
Oct. 9 launch because of the threat
of exhaust fallout.
The big rocket plane, equipped
with a new fuel tank and new
booster rockets, was hauled the 3
1/2 miles from its rocket assembly
building to the oceanside launch
site in less than six hours on the
back of an eight-tread tractor.
Although there were only 39 days
before takeoff day, launch director
George F. Page said he had "pretty
high confidence" of meeting that
target. The Columbia spent 104
days on the firing pad before its
maiden launch April12.
The few technical problems that

Astronauts Joe Engle and
Richard Truly will be at the controls· for the second flight. They
remained in Houston Monday to
rehearse the mission in a computerdriven spacecraft trainer.
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Academic and personal counseling
Tutoring- Free of charge
Financial aid information
On and off campus information and referral
Regular monthly newsletter
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NEW YORK ~ Stocks, after
an early surge based on lower
interest-rate hopes, plunged to a
14-month low Monday amid
indications the Federal Reserve
plans to remain tough and keep
charges higher. Trading was
slow.
The Dow Jones industrial
average, which climbed six
points at the outset after rising
3.14 points Friday, skidded
10.75 points to 881.47, the
lowest level since it finished at
876.02 on July 2, 1980. It is now
down about· 130 points since
mid-June.
The Dow plunged 28.35
points overall last week setting
the stage for what. some analysts
thought would be a bargainhunting rally.
But big investors were
disturbed by Fed Chairman Paul
Volcker's statement Sunday that
the Board would maintain its
tight credit policies regardless of
criticisms it was keeping interest
rates at record highs and raising
fears of a recession.
The New York Stock
Exchange index lost 0. 77 to
71.20 and the price of an average
share decreased 34 cents.
Declines topped advances 1024509 among the 1891 issues
traded.
Big Board volume totaled

only 40.36 million shares
compared with 38 million traded
Friday, The slow turnover indicated big investors still had
reservations about the course of
the market.
Composite volume of NYSE
issues listed on all U.S. ex·
changes and over-the-counter
totaled 46.37 million shares
compared with 43.7 million
traded Friday.
The
American
Stock
Exchange common stock index
shed 4.87 to 349.93 and the price
of a share slipped 24 cents. The
National
Association
of
Securities Dealers' NASDAQ
index of over-the-counter issues
lost l ,80 to 195.75.
On the trading floor, Texas
Utilities was the most active
NYSE-listed issue, off three·
eighths to 20 1/8 with a block
trade of 599,000 shares at 20.
On the Amex, declines topped
advances 406-174 among the 792
issues traded. Volume totaled
4.89 million shares compared
with 4.65 million traded Friday.
Delhi International Oil was
the most active Amex issue, off
4 7/8 to 62 in trading that ill·
eluded a block of 228,800 shares
at66. The stock has plunged the
past couple of weeks after the
company said it could not find a
buyer for the firm.

Man Held for Child Murders
VANCOUVER,
British
Columbia
A construction
worker already accused of one
slaying, was charged Monday with
eight more counts of murder in the
series of 11 child killings and
dissappearance in southwestern
British Columbia, a prosecutor
said.

murder of Judy Kozma, 14, was
charged in nearby Burnaby with
eight additional counts of firstdegree murder.

(
t

l
I'

;

A first court appearance date
would not likely be set until after
Olson appears in court again Sept.
18 in the Kozma slaying. He was
ordered to undergo a 30-day
Two more counts of first-degree psychiatric assessment to determine
murder will be added when the his fitness to stand trial for that
bodies of two girls who still are murder.
missing are found, police said.
Inspector Larry Proke said police
Royal Canadian Mounted Police
Superintendant Bruce Northorp, in were uncertain about the motives
charge of the case, said police know behind the II killings, which have
drawn comparison to the infamous
the teenagers are dead.
Atlanta slayings of28 young people
Special Crown prosecutor John over a two-year period.
Hall said Clifford Robert Olson,
"We've got theories, but nothing
41, already charged in the stabbing concrete," Proke said.
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for Native Amencan students:

Stock Market Report
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(3credit) Apache Hlsto<y
(3 credit) Cultural Contexts of Southwestern Crafts
(3credit) Native American Uterature (Modern)
(3 credit) Native American Women
.
Submit resume to (or for further information contact):

~
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salary scale.is $. 3.2. 5-$5.00/ho. u. r de. pending on quai.ifications)

New Mexico Art Supply

C

Contact NAS Director for appointments, 2n.3917
DEADLINE: noon, September 4th, 1981
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"Almost anYthing can be
done with the involvement of students."
-Rep. Felix Nunez
ferently, he will again carry the
J ohn~on Gym renovatipn bill
through the House. He says he
expects the renovation funds to be
approved at the next session.
"I'm already campaigning on
this," Nunez says, "but I need to
meet with UNM administrators on
the direction we should go."
continuBd on pagB 5

•coupon •

- Fall 1981 StUdent Research positions are now available for academic credit in
connection With "The SouthWest Indian Image on Film" movie festi.val (tentatively
February 9"13, 1982).
.
~
- Fall 1981 Workstudy positiontt as Research-Librarian is available for 12-15 hour- U

,

Felix Nunez first ran successfully
for the New Mexico House four
years ago when a group of local.
residents asked him to,
At the time, Nunez worked for
the
Albuquerque
Planning
Department but now is an engineer
in the City Water Resources
Department.
Nunez,
who
attended
Aluquerque High Schoo], the
University of Albuquerque and
UNM, says "to me the key to
everything is education."
"Helping UNM produce better
teachers, for example, helps
produce better kids, It's all a chain
reaction," Nunez says.
Although students started to get
involved in the last general election,
Nunez says, tuition has continued
to increase, which he apologizes for
because tuition "decides who goes
to school."
"When it comes to tuition increases, students are at the bottom
of the list (of considerations),"
Nunez says.
Nunez says he has fought constantly for student services, which

Present

Eil
bTI

~

1

.

"Legislators want to Jearn,"
Pratt says, so they are put on
committees that cover areas they
"know little about."
On the other hand, Pratt says she
does not like the House Education
Committee being "controlled by
people who know nothing about
educaton."
Although she is not on the
Education Committee, "I carry a

Representative Felix Nune~

~

DEADLINE: September 30, 1981
~ (tSalary scale is $1200-$1890, depending on qualifications)

(.tt

power.''

Ave. S.E. or call her at 256-3816.
Pratt says that during the legislative
session students can call her collect
or can "come on up" and visit her.

Famous Welcome
Back Sale!

I..::J
~·
C
flE Native American Studies University of New Mexico
ElJ 1812 Las Lomas Drive, NE Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131 C .

sf week.

Agriculture Committee and is vice
chairperson of the House Labor
Committee, says that the reason
none of the university area's
legislators are on committees of
their expertise is because "none of
the old liberal democrats are in

"It would help if students
were more aggressive, .. "
-Rep. Judith Pratt

he believes students need more of.
Most recently, Nune.z helped obtain
Title XX funds for the UNM Child
Care Co-op.
The ASUNM Lobby Committee
has done a good job of lobbying in
the past, Nunez says, but it needs
more support from students.
"Even though I hear from
student groups all the time," Nunez
says, "I want to hear from individual students. I want to be
effective in obtaining education for
more students."
"It's a shame we (the state) have
a surplus of millions (of dollars)
and still have it hard to become
educated," he says,
Nunez says he has been working
to obtain state Funds for the
renovation of Johnson Gym.
Nunez says funds to renovate
Johnson Gym were not obtained in
the last legislative session because
the House Appropriations and
Finance Committee "felt to be
equitable with other institutions, we
should postpone it until the next
session,"
Nunez says unless he and the
UNM administration decide dif-

Nunzio's;%:

on drafting
and art
supplies

w/student lD

"Students have an uphill
battle." - Rep. Judith
Pratt

lot of education bills through the
legislature," Pratt says.
Students who want to contact
Pratt may send letters to 3800 Silver

'%

The ASUNM Indian student organization Kiva Club is also housed et the Native C
American Studies Center.
~O

C Undergraduate teaching positions

creased tuition, r<\ISJUg entrance
requirements, cutting student loans
and denying food stamps to
students.
·
Pratt says raiSing entrance
requirements "is a block mainly to
minorities," especially in rural
areas where they have "less tools to
use" to get to a university. She says
that these students are "usually
very successful once they get their
remedial work done."
Students also "need to support
unionization of university employees," Pratt says, who are
among the "poorest paid employees in the state."
Students have made an impact on
issues in the past, Pratt says and
need a "mass organized action" to
do so again.
Pratt, who serves on the House

tailings left by mining corporations
Pratt says students should be across the state.
The federal government has
concerned that the State Legislature
is receiving so much power over rendered the states too weak in the
social programs through Reagan's past to fight the corporations, Pratt
block grants. She says she is "not says, but if the federal government
too optimistic we (the legislature) does give the states more power to
will pick up" the cuts in Federal run its own affairs, "it's bye-bye"
to the states' inability to fight
responsibility of social progral!ls.
Pratt used the federal program corporations.
Pratt says New Mexico also has
Title XX, used for such things as
battered women shelters and day "no good thorough health
care, as an example of the program ... no great amount of
legislature's increased power over state funded day care, • . . and
social programs.
The state used to fund 25 percent
of Title XX while the federal
government funded 75 percent,
Pratt says. But now the federal
portion in block grants has been cut
20 percent, she says.
"The legislature could pick up
that 20 percent, let it go or shift
around'' money from other
programs to cover the federal
government's 20 percent reduction,
Pratt says.
The total amount of money given
in block grants is 25 percent less
than the total amount of money
given to the programs individually,
Pratt says.
It was hard for the states to pick
up their share of social programs
before now, Pratt says, and it will
b.e harder for the states to do so
now.
Pratt says that if people could see
that the federal government is
RBp. Judith PrBtt
planning to spend $1.5 trillon in the
next five years for the military while
"dumping social programs on the high unemployment" that students
states with a 25 percent cut," should be concerned with.
Reagan's support would not be so
There is now also a "general
strong.
trend ... to
make
higher
Pratt says students are, "in education less accessible" to
general, concerned" about the · students because "there is less of a
environment "because it affects need for educated workers right
their future so much."
now," Pratt says.
Pratt says she is angry no action
Pratt says higher education is
has been done on uranium mill being made less accessible by in·

•
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and a medium soft drink
ONLY99c
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by Garry Trudeau

continued from paga3
Nunez s&ys his "next camp&ign"
for UNM will be to obtrun &mple
UNM parking, which he says UNM
could have had years ago when ll
parking plan was made up but then
forgotten.
Although he tries to help all of
UNM, Nunez says, he ''would
never help the administration
against the students for the simple
reason that they (the ad·
ministration) are the controllers.''
Nunez says "it's kind of early to
tell" what will be the biggest issues

Right Time for Student Tavern;
Liquor Laws Offer Opportunity
For years, various ASUNM presidents and senators
have worked toward a student pub on campus, And
for years they've failed, The arguments have
questioned whether students would behave
responsibly, who would hold ownership of the pub,
how much it would cost - the list of objections was
endless with some very substantial arguments and
some very petty nit-pickings.
But a lot of those questions are being answered
now and with support the plan is receiving from the
administration and New Mexico Union management,
the time is right.
Probably the most substantial change since the
earlier tries involves the liquor license reforms. The
new beer and wine waivers have loosened the liquor
license market so tha.t the once prohibitive cost is
gone.
The benefits of the new waivers do not only involve
the cost. The beer and wine licenses can only be
granted to restaurants, so whatever facility would be
used to house the license would have to serve food.

Not quite the kind of environment that would promote
lascivious behavior.
Another major change since the fight for a student
pub began is in the student population itself. The
UNM campus community is more mature than most.
With a median age of 25, over half the students on
campus may legally drink.
Of the 22,000 students enrolled, only 1800 live on
campus. Obviously, we have a campus of commuters.
With the high price of gas, many students have turned
to mass transporation and car pools and more and
more often they find themselves on campus with an
hour to kill. Encouraging students to stay on campus
for that hour will promote a closeness among the
UNM community.
O.K., O.K., so the main reason most students want
a student pub is because It would be nice. That's a
good enough reason by itself. When combined with
the more profitable benefits, the support frorn
students, administration and the union and with the
recent but.significant changes in the community, it is
more than JUst a good reason.

on the small issues while everyone could affect the election of a
else goes for the big ones."
number of members of the
No matter what, Nunez says, "I legislature in (cities with a college or
nope others respect me for what I university close by such as)
am."
Albuquerque, Rosw~ll. Las Vegas,
Nunez says students who wish to and so on."
contact him can do so by mailing
"Students are busy, but there is a
letters to P .0. Box 25632, zip code way to do it (influence legislators)
87125, or by calling him at 842-5640 and it's no big secret," Horan says.
evenings.
Representative Frank HoraJJ
Frank Horan was appointed
District 22 representative by the
Bernalillo County Commission in
1977 and won elections for the seat
in 1978 and 1980.
Horan says he accepted his 1977
appointment by the Bernalillo
County Commission to the New
Mexico House because ''1 had a
natural feeling, as most people do,
that I could make something
better'' by accepting the house seat.
In the 1981 State Legislature,
Horan introduced the most pieces
of legislation, 38, which included
bills to enforce Albuquerque's
exhaust-inspection program and
revise the state's Children's Code.
Horan is a member of the House
Judiciary and the House Government and Urban Affairs committees.
Horan says the biggest issue for
students now is "making it possible
for qualified students to go to
college" which is now made hard
by "student loan reductions by
President Reagan, along with high
unemployment."
''One of the most important
needs for college-age students is to
be able to go" to college," Horan
says.
Horan says, "I think we're in a
period now of ... a determination
to try to restore things as they were
or as people think they were. That
attitude produces an annoyance
with suggestions of new attitudes
and behavior."
Horan compared the present
political atmosphere with that of
the early 1920's when the president
of the United States was Warren G.
Harding and the vice president was
Calvin Coolidge.
Horan says Harding and
Coolidge's campaign slogan was
"Return to Normalcy," and both
men had a philosophy to stay out of
European affrurs "and let business
run everything."
"Some say there's a rhythm in
political attitudes,'' Horan says,
"People are once active, then
passive. Now we're actually not
trying to change things.' •
Horan said he feels "students

Letter

Sports Ad Offends Radio Listener
Editor:
I was startled recently to hear on KHFM, intruding
between Mozart and Bach, what seemed to be
"commercials" for UNM football games. The football
coach and two football players gave these commercials. This strikes me as an act of such incongruous desperation that it calls for one to match it.
Therefore, let me declare that if the football coach or

Letter

one of the players who speak the commercial will
attend a faculty concert at Keller Hall this year, 1 will
commit the desperate and uncharacteristic act of
attending a football game, provided that the cost of
attending a football game is comparable to the price of
a faculty ticket for a Keller Hall concert.

Editor:
I would like to take the time out of my busy
schedule to thank the people who organized the
welcome back gunfight on the mall last Monday. It is
good to see the best moments of American history
being actively preserved. I hope that these reenactments become annual events.
J have a few suggestions for future programs which
I am sure will make them .even more popular and
educational. I think that the reenactments should be
presented in the form of a contest with a man and
woman inside smiling and waving to the crowd. Then
the man could suddenly slump forward and people in
dark glasses would surround the cardboard car as it
sped away off the mall. !he contestants would then
be given thirty seconds to fill out a ballot telling what
famous moment of Ameicana they thought they had
just witnessed. The grand prize could be an inexpensive, small caliber handgun and five rounds of
ammunition.
Other subjects which should be given consideration

Editorial

Youth Age Difference
Leaves Students 'Dry'

Rep. Felix N11nez

James M. Sebring

Ironic, isn't it? If a 20-year-old is arrested for drinking he is tried as an
adult. If a 19-year-old is drafted it is illegal for him to celebrate before
leaving. When beer and wine licenses were being approved by city voters,
18·year-olds could help approve the ordinance but could not benefit from
it. {And half the editorial staff of the sixth largest daily paper in the state is
too young to get into a bar.)
You've probably heard it all before. Eighteen-year-olds can vote, die and
get
arrested just like 21-year-olds, why can't they drink? It's an old
for reenactment are the Sand Creek Massacre, the
argument
but still just as valid.
Watts riots, and, perhaps the most educational of all,
Twenty-one is no magic number. You don't suddenly become wiser,
the Kent State shootings of 1g7Q,
Once again let me thank the organizers of the more mature and more responsible the day you turn 21. The same can be
shootout and encourage them to more ambitious said of 19 or 18. Maturity and responsibility are not reached as a plateau
presentations in the future.
Scott Walker but as a gradual incline.
Perhaps the steepest part of the climb comes immediately after high
school. There is a great deal of difference between a high school senior
and a college freshman. This population is discovering what .it means to
make their own decisions, to make their own mistakes.
Part of the maturing process must involve choices and by denying
young adults from one of the alternatives, you are essentially depriving
them the responsibility needed for maturity. Allowed to make their own
decision without a vicarious incentive will mean the reasons for that
decision will be remembered longer.
There's no magic age when suddenly you are able "to handle it," but
there is a stage when the decision can best be made, At 18 we are allowed
to decide who should run the country. At 18 we are allowed to decide
whether or not we want to die for our home-land, At 18 we are allowed to
make decisions that can affectthe rest of our lives. Why can't we decide to
have a beer after class?

True Patriotism Seen in Shootout

I

1

in the next legislative session. But
he says since the Legislature can
only consider financial matters,
important issues for UNM should
be trying to obtain funds for the
Johnson Gym renovation and
perhaps for bette.r library facilities.

"Helping UNM produce
better teachers, helps
produce better kids. It's
all a chain reaction."
Rep. Felix Nunez
Nunez. says that the 1982
Legislature's reapportionment of
legislative districts "will probably
make
or
break
it
for
minorities, . , . the elderly and the
disabled, ..• and in the number of
legislators who care about the
university."
Nunez. says that part of the
reason for his success in the
legislature is that he "always takes

Rep. Frank Horan

"If, for example, we talk of
tuition rates, talk to me or anyone
else and convince us ... show us
the costs you have," Horan says,
''With that kind of approach you
can convince people you have a
cause, a purpose."
"'l'o the extent that students
identify themselves with other
issues other than their immediate
self-interest
e.nlarges
their
credibility," Horan says.
But students should .contact their
le\lislators as soon as possible
because "the worst time to call
them is just before . . . and during
the (legislative) session, because
then they are so busy," Horan says.
"From time to time, antics at
universities make everyone there
look like juveniles and it influences
legislators," Horan says,
Horan S<\ys, "One issue can
cause irritation and ferment ... so
it'll take many people working a
long time to live it down,"
Students can change that image
"by being active, (by) contacts with
members of legislators and through
groups with which they m<~y align
themselves," Horan says.
"The important thing is that you
know what you're talking about
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Dates:
Session I

Sept. 14 thru Oct. 9
9:00 · 11 :00 am
Session II
Sep!. 15 thru Oct. 13
8:00 · 10:00 pm
sessopm Ill Sept. 16 thru Oct. 14
1:00 · 3:00pm

"Students could affect
the election of a number
of members of the
Legislature ... "
Rep.
Frank Horan

and prepare yourself," Horan says.
Horan says the redur.tion in
federal funds for social programs
"will result in some very great
hardships for old and young.
Further effort from state governments to pick up the slack is
desir<~ble and necessary."
But Horan says he has "not
much hope" the New Mexico
Legislature will use state funds to
replace the federal funds cut by
Reagan while conservatives control
the State Legislature.
Horan says anyone wishing to
contact him can wri:e him at P .0.
Box 1634, zip code 87103 or by
calling 255-9786.

"Emphasizing
Vfdeo Tape Instruction"

Classes include
racquetballs • 8 regulation courts (1 glass·walled,
3 with wood·framed viewing windows) • Men's and women's
steam room and whirlpool • Oak·carved lockers •
Plush Cannon towels • Juke Bar •
Video·Tape Instruction

4weeks/ 2 hour classes /$40.00
registration Aug. 17- Sept. 10
2 instructors per class
class lim it: 15 students

243-9590

J

I
l
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POPEJOY HALL UNM
FOUR PERFORMANCES- SAT., SUN., SEPT. 19, 20

Evenings:
Sat., Sept 19 - 6:00 & 10:00
Sun., Sept. 20 - 8:15
$20.00, $18.00, $14.00

Matinees:
Sun., Sept. 20- 2:15
$16.00, $14.00, $11.00
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT ALL TICKETMASTER OUTLETS
SUBSCRIBER PERFORMANCE:
Friday, Sept. 18 - 8:15

I
I
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Convicted Viet N am War Turncoat Child Support Money Lo~
Seeks Back Pay From US Military
Causes High Welfare Rate
CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va, Marine Pfc. Robert Garwood,
convicted of helping the North
Vietnamese and assaulting a fellow
American soldier, is asking the
government for the paychecks he
missed during 14 years as a prisoner
of war.
Garwood's attorney, John Lowe
of Charlottesville, Va., is scheduled
today to present a- military hearing
officer with papers seeking back
pay of$147,000 plus benefits.
The closed hearing will be held at

the Judge Advocate General's
School at the University of
Vtrginia. Garwood and his attorney
requested the site.
Garwood is seeking the money he
says he earned from Sept. 28, 1965,
to March 22, 1979 during the 13
years, five months, 22 days he was
kept in POW camps.
Garwood, a native of Adams,
Ind., disappeared near Da Nang
and resurfaced in Hanoi. He
returned to the United States where
other POWs had accused him of
collaborating with the VietCong
and beating other POWs.
A jury of five Marine officersall former Vietnam prisoners ended a 13-week courtmartial by
convicting Garwood Feb. 5 of
collaboration and assaulting a
fellow POW.
Garwood's attorneys never
contested the former POWs'
testimony about Garwood but they
said their client was driven insane
by isolation and torture while held

in a succession of camps.
Garwood was sentenced to a
dishonorable discharge, a forfeiture
of pay and allowances since his
discharge and reduced in rank from
private, first class to private. He
has appealed the conviction and
retains his rank and status until the
Marine appeals
process is
exhausted.
Navy Secretary John L-ehman has
determined that Garwood's entitlement to pay during his imprisonment be resolved under the
missing persons act.
The results of today's hearing
will be sent to the Marine Corps
Review Board with the hearing
officer's recommendation. Garwood will receive a copy and will
have 30 days to submit papers to
the same review board.
The board will submit its findings
and recommendations to Lehman
and a copy to Garwood, who will
have 21 days to submit more papers
for Lehman's consideration.

Failure to receive courtordered child support payments
affects more than I 0,000 New
Mexico families each year and is
the number one reason for
families being on welfare, according to a report published by
the New Mexico Commission on
the Status of Women.
After one year, 62 percent of
all child support orders are
unpaid or underpaid nationally.
This figure jumps to 87 percent
after ten years.
The report says child support
collections are given low priority
by the legal system and by
society in general. The report
also says there are widespread
variations and inconsistencies
between judicia I districts and a
lack of adequate resources to
establish, monitor and collect
child support.
Not receiving court order

If you're taking tough
courses, you neea all the
help you can get.
If you've really done it to yourself

this term, you need an advanced
calculator you can count on through
thick and thicker.
You' need the most advanced functions and programming features. You
need lots of pre-written programs to
save you time. You need Continuous
Memory and the
utmost in dependability. You need
an HP calculator.

support cal) result in a variety of
problems for custodial parents,
Robert Knox,. a. Commission
staff member and author of the
report, said.
He said these problems include continuing conflict with
the non-custodial parent and.
economic hardships for the
children.
The ComJllission recommends
that the Governor appoint a
special committee to examine
the problems involved in child
support enforcement and to
make recommendations to the
executive, judicial and legislative
branches of state government.
Copies of the report are
available, free from the New
Mexico Commission on the
Status of Women, Suite 809,600
2nd NW, Albuquerque, NM
87102.

Seminar Set;
Talks Center
Around Ages
"The Human Condition," a
three-hour class in the General
Studies program, has been opened
to freshmen, sophomore and junior
students.
This is a survey class covering
topics from childhood memories to
concerns about old age.
Guest speakers and in-class
discussion will be supplemented by
field trips and other activities to be
determined by class members.
The emphasis will be on sharing
feelings and developing group
interaction skills.
Regular meetings are Mondays
from 9 to 10:50 a.m. More information can be obtained from the
Honors Center in the Humanities
Building, or by calling 277-4211.

t;er-.iee
Th~logy for Lund! -

United Campus MiniSir)'
a lec:tute b)'
The Reverend James A. Witsheipl 1 .PbD and
profe~!or of Naiurai Philosophy Of the Middle Ages.
U.s· Comp•n•s - Metting tonisht at 1 p.m. in
room 2.31 EortbeSUB. $5.00duesnecdto be paid
and attmdanceis mandatory rot an tnembers.

TheHP-34C.
All the help
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Need Auto
Insurance?
: Call the :

:specialist~:

Insure your car with the
•_ company you can depend
I on and enjoy these great
I benefits:

• Lowdown

I
payments
I • Money-saving
deductibles
I
I • Affordable payment plans
1
1 • Countrywide
I
claim service
Call or visit today for
I a free rate quotation.
•

I

265-5695
1611 Carlisle Blvd. SE
(Carlisle & Gibson)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
1
1
•
I
•

I
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Interested Volunteers
Invited to Hospital Tea
Area residents interested in
serving as hospital volunteers are
invited to a tea and fashion show
Sept, 10 at the University of New
Mexico Hospital.
The gathering will be held in the
hospital dining room from 2 p.m.
to4p.m.

Group Aims
At Exploring

•

youcanget.

Engineering student Dwahi Mutairl from Saudi Arobia purchased
his school books yesterday. Have you?

Sponsored by the hospital's
Service League, the annual event
will present fashions from

lip

will pr_csent "Science and

Hewlett-Packard
offers you eight
priced from S55'~ to
provide professional .solutions in science,
engineering and business.
So visit your nearest HP dealer for
a hands-on demonstration. Then buv
an HP calculator. It may be the last ~asy
thing you do for a long time.
For details and the address of the
dealer in your urea. call toll free: (800)
547-3400. Dept. 658N, except Hawaii
and Alaska. In Oregon. ca11758-l010.
Or write Hewlett-PackurcL Corvallis,
OR 97330. Dept. 658N.

Hinckley Refused Bail on Grounds
He Could Be Unsafe, Might Flee

Relationships
A general counseling group
aimed at exploring feelings,
needs and relationships will be
held at the University of New
Mexico Women's Center on
Wednesdays from 7 p.m. to 9
p.m.
Laura White, courtselor at the
center, will lead the group in
exercises which encourage selfexpoloration and sharing with
other
group
members.
Techniques utilized will be ba.~cd
on the needs of participants artd
time will be devoted to dealing
with these needs.
"The focus of the group is on
changing old patterns and on
taking rcsponsiblility for per·
sana! growth,'' White said.
No prior registration is
necessary but White stressed the
importance of attending the first
session Sept. 9.
New group members may be
able to join after the initial
session at the discretion of ,.
group and the facilitator.

WASHINGTON
The opposing bail.
the United States and keeping his
government Monday opposed bail
It also argued Hinckley's safety
location and activities secret from
for John W. Hinckley Jr. on coulc;l be in jeopardy if he were free his parents and family.
grounds the man accused of trying to move about in the community.
The FBI's investigation has
to kill President Reagan might not
"Mr. Hinckley's attempt to kill found that Hinckley looked to his
be safe if set free and there is no the leading political figure in the parents - his father is a wealthy oil
guarantee he would not flee.
United States, captured for all to
company executive - to fund his
In legal papers filed in U.S. see by television cameras, has, it travel and for other needs during
District Court, the Justice may safely be assumed, stirred
the past few years, the government
Department said Hinckley should strong feelings in the minds of some said.
not be released on oail pending trial people about Mr. Hinckley,'' the
"Money or other financial
on charges he tried to kill Reagan legal papers said.
resources which might be posted by
and wounded three other men
Mr. Hinckley's parents, or other
The government said evidence to
outside a Washington hotel March be introduced at trial will show the
persons .. , . would hardly be an
30.
anchor to Mr. Hinckley to prevent
attempt to kill Reagan was the
The 26-year-olc;l Hinckley was ''product of planned and deliberate
his flight since he would not be
indicted last week on 13 counts. If action by Mr. Hinckley."
personally affected whatsoever if
convicted of the most serious
the financial stake were forfeited,"
Law enforcement officials have
charges, he faces life in prison.
the government said.
said Hinckley's attack on Reagan
Hinckley pleaded innocent to the may have been motiva.ted by a
charges on Friday and his lawyer, crush on teenage actress Jody
Vincent Fuller, said his client Foster
and
the attempted
Dia you know ...
wanted to know about the assasination may have been .inThe UNM campus is one mile
possibility of being released on bail. spired by a movie she appeared in.
above sea level and about 12 miles
U.S. District Judge Barrington
It said Hinckley has lived a from the 11,000 foot Sandia
Parker was scheduled to hear ''rootless life,'' traveling around Mountains.
arguments on the bail request
today, Hinckley signed a brief
statement, filed at the court,
waiving his right to appear at the '
hearing.
"The circumstances of this case
are so unusual, indeed ex·
traordinary,
that
personal
recognizance or unsecured bond are
• Instant Repair
clearly inappropriate and likewise
• One day service where possible
there are simply no non-financial or
financial conditions ... that will
• Ask for student discounts
adequately insure Mr. Hinckley's
511 Wyoming N.E.
subsequent appearance in this
265-3667
court,'' the government said in
1001 Tijeras N.E.
247-3668
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Charlotte's Boutique, modeled by
current service league members
Marie Hennesee, Mae Sponen- :
burgh, Katie Breeding, Libby •
Honeycutt, Duda Kutvin, Lillian •
Dodd, Lois Karl, Mary Rose •
Grummer, Midge Marra, Becky :
Maccurdy, Margaret Moe ding and
Terry Plekewski.
Saralee Rahm, chairwoman of
the event, said music will be
provided by the Back Seat Gophers• Michael and Simon.
Additional information about
the Service League and its annual
membership tea is available
through the league's office at UNM
Hospital, 843-2356

••

Do you have any Zits?
The UNM Division of Dennatology and the Student Health Center need volunteers
with acne to help determine the effectiveness of a new topical antibiotic treatment.
Patients must be available for examination ery other Saturday morning starting either
September 12 (through December 5) or September 26 (through December 19). Patients
should not be taking antibiotics or corticosteroids.

Faa FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT

:

•••
•

~

•

:
•
•
•
:

•
•

ERMA PINON

:

•

277-3136

•

•

STUDENT HEALTH CENTER

•

••
•
:
••

Volunteers will be paid.a fee.

••
•
:
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Now through Sunday

rhefwisters
L.A:s hottest rock group

4200 Centrai5E
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UNM Presidential Scholarship Fund
Beneficiary of Interior Design Show

Campus Briefs
Lobo Announces University Activities
The Daily Lobo will include Campus Briefs as a regular feature.
organizations sponsoring activities involving UNM students
arc encouraged to contact the Dally Lobo at Student Publications,
University of New Mexico, Box 20, 87131, or come to Marron Hall,
Room 138. Deadline for submissions is noon the day before the announcement is to run.
ca~pus

The Univmity of New Mexico
Presidential Scholarship Fund will
be the beneficiary of this year's
Interior Design Show sponsored by
Pi Beta Phi Alumnae Association
and featuring the A.R. Hebenstreit
home.

New Student Group Offers Friendship

THE

The first meeting of a new group for student friendship and support
starts Sept. l at noon at the United Campus Ministry Center, 1801 Las
LomasN.E.
The purpose of the group is to provide a place and space for
students to share what's going on, and for getting positive support for
facing the week's "daily grind."
.
.
An organizer of the group, Dr. Mark Rutledge, satd that the hope ts
to develop an atmosphere where people care.
The group will meet every Tuesday at noon at the United Campus
Ministry Center.
Rutledge said that if students bring a lunch they can get a free coke.

Nuclear Engineering Seminar Planned
A chemical and nuclear engineering seminar is scheduled for 3 p.m.
Friday in room 355 of the Farris Engineering Center.
The topic will be An Engineering Model for Multicomponent,
Reversible Networks- A Generali:r.ed Analysis.
Dr. Wei-Kang Yuan from the Shanghai Institute of Chemical
Technology in Shanghai, China will be the speaker.
Coffee and refreshments are planned for 2:30p.m.

Science Class Enriches
ANNOUNCING THREE NEW
ARMY NATIONAL GUARD
PROGRAMS THAT CAN HELP
YOU PAY FOR COLLEGE.
If you're like many college students, the closer you
get to your degree, the deeper
you get into debt. But, you
don't have to get in over your
head. Not when you join the
Army National Guara.
Because now, the Guard
has three new programs to
help you pay for college: the
College Loan Repayment Program; the Educational

Assistance Program, and the
Enlistment Bonus Program.
And you don't have to wait for
graduation to take advantage
of them. You could join the
Guard right now.
You see, the Army National Guard is part-time. After
your initial training, it takes
JUSt two days a month and two
weeks of annual training a
year to serve. So there's plenty
of time left for your studies.
And you get paid for every
hour you put into the Guard,
so you11 have extra cash for
books, lab fees, and all those
other little expenses that
come up.
Of course, there's more
to the Guard than money. It's a
chance to do something good
for your coul)try, as well as for
people right in your own com-

munity. The Guard can give
you more options in your lifeand more control over your
financial future.
If that sounds like where
you want to be, see your financial aid officer, contact
your local Army National
Guard recruiter, or use the tollfree number below for complete details on how the Guard
can help you pay for college.
And help in a lot of other
ways, too. But hurry! These
special programs for college
students are available for a
·
limited time only.

The Guard is
America at its best.

Twenty-five minority science
students from around the country
have completed the Basic Sciences
Enrichment Program at the UNM
School of Medicine.
The Enrichment Program is an
intensive battery of summer courses
to prepare students for the first year
of science courses in medical
school.
Dr. Alonzo Atencio, assistant
dean for student affairs, said
minority students often need ad·
vance preparation for the first year
of medical school because they
come from public schools and small
colleges that lack the means to
develop a student's skills.
Students in the program review
the entire first-year medical
science curriculum during eight
weeks of the summer vacation - a
task Atencio has described as "no
picnic.''
Students are chosen for the
program on the basis of their high
potential as medical students.
Atencio said the selection process
and the intensity of the summer

work have paid off. About 95
percent of all the students who have
participated in the enrichment
program at UNM are now doctors
or are still enrolled in medical
schools.
or the 25 students in this sum·
mer's group, two are currently
enrolled in pre-med studies as
undergraduates and 23 have been
accepted into medical schools in
New Mexico, California, Michigan,
Oklahoma, Arizona, Texas,
Tennessee,
Connecticut,
Washington and Pennsylvania.

The ideas and furnishings of 14
designers will be on display in the
Hebe.nstreit home during the week
of Sept. 11 through 16, from 10
a.m. to 7 p.m. The official opening
celebration is planned for Sept. 10

from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m., Mrs.
Connie Johnson, chairperson for
the show, said.
Tickets for the grand opening are
$10. Regular show tickets are $4 in
advance and $5 at the door.
Pi Beta Phi's Interior Design
Show has been held every two years
since 1967 at a variety of local
settings.
The Hebenstreit home, 200
Laguna S.W., in the Country Club
area in 1976 was enrolled on the

New Mexico State Register of
Cultural Properties, almost 50
years after it was built by the man
who became Albuquerque's first
city manager at the age of 28.
Hebenstreit later built a successful paving contracting firm and
then turned to the electric media,
purchasing KGGM radio and later
establishing J(GGM-TV.

The two-and-a-half story
Hebenstreit house has become well
known for its Christmas-time
luminarias.
Designers who will be featured
include: Copperfield's, Coronado
Basket and Gift Shop, Eckerts,
Images by Karol, Kl\thy Guinn
Interiors, Robert L. Klein & Gary
F. Schumaker, LaPlant Gallery, J.
C. Penney Design Dept., Jean
Pettingell, Interior Expressions,
Information about the seminar is Taos Interior Designs by Schelu,
The University of New Mexico
School of Medicine will sponsor a available from the UNM Office of The Plantation, Kan's Pan'Tree
two-day seminar in sports medicine Continuing Medical Education, and The Good Junk Shoppe.
277·3942.
Sept. 3 and 4 in Albuquerque.
Talks scheduled for the meeting
have been approved for continuing
medical education credits by the
If you missed our bus pass sales in the SUB,
American Medical Association,
you can come to T-V I September 1, 2 or 3
New Mexico Category IV required
between 9AM and 4PM or come to
medical education standards, and
Sun-Tran, 601 Yale SE, any other time
the American Academy of Family
Physicians.
BAM to 5PM, Monday-Friday.
Topics include the effects of
sports conditioning on healthy and
Semester Pass* ........................ $50.00
diseased hearts, psychiatric and
Commuter Pass
behavioral aspects of sports,
(1 calendar month) .... $16.00
performance and endurance of
women athletes, the action of
Punch Pass
muscles, circulation and other
(20 rides) .................. $ 8.00
components of the legs and changes
'available
only to full·t•me students of
in body chemistry during training.
an accredited post High School eduThe day after the seminar, Dr.
callonal institution Ill Albuquerque.
Otto Appenzeller, UNM faculty
A full-time stud.ent at UNM is regismember in the departments of
tered for 12 undergraduate hours
medicine and neurology, has
or 6 graduate hours.
organized a 28.5 mile run along the
For information call
crest of the Sandia Mountains as
766-7830
part of his research in sports
medicine.
He will measure a variety of
biological changes that take place In
the runners' bodies as they advance
.. ...;; :
over the high-altitude course.

Medical School To Sponsor
Sports Medicine Seminar

.

"

-~~- The Athletic Shoe Resoler

~-:;,,;;·:;·~-~~'"">"''

~

It hurts when $40 shoes wear out!
Why not let us give your old pair

~abrandnewlifefor$16or less?

Tennis, basketball, raquetball $16
Running shoes $15.50 All work guaranteed.
At: Mountains and Rivers 2320 Central SE

n. (1 I Faith seeking understanding. (2! Responsible Inter·
preiation of God's word and action in history.

for lunch*
Wed .• Sept.2 "SCIENCE and PHILOSOPHY"
Rev. James A. Weisheipl
Phd, D. Phil {oxonl Professor of
Natural Philosophy of the Middle
Ages, Center for Medieval Studies,
Univ. oi Toronto, Canada.

l'

Wed.,Sept.9 "AMNESTYINTERNATIONAL"
A Local Amnesty
International Spokesperson.

OMSO

ARMY

Wed.,Sept.16 "SELF DISCOVERY
THROUGH PRAYER"
Anthony E. RomeroPastor of the Aquinas Newman
Center.

NATIONAL

Wed.,Sept.23 "CHRISTIANITY AND
MARXISM IN DIALOGUE"

GUARD

Matthieu Casalis,
Assoc. Professor,
Philosophy, UNM.

Call toll-free: 8()()-638-7600.
In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 723'-4550; Virgin Islands (St. Croix): 773-6438;
Macyland: 728-3388; in Alaska, consult your local phone directory.:

Wed.,Sept.30 "THE LAYPERSON AND
THE CHURCH"
Frederick Hart,
Professor of Law, UNM.

Program tenns, payment amounts and eligibility requirements subject to change. All programs not available In aU states.
locations

1744 Menaul NE Abq.
1900 Central SE Abq.
2807 San Mateo.NE Abq.

' 6306 Central SW Abq.
6300 Central SE Abq.
1416 Cerrillos Rd. Santa Fe

• 'rheology For Lunch is a brown bag
lunch held on Wednesdays from
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m. in room 250E
in the New Mexico Student Union
Building (SUB!.

-····sponsored by the
Las Lomas Campus
Ministry Association.
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Sports

Arts
Film Committee Premieres Supressed John Huston Film
R~y

A.beyta

On Thursday, September 3, the
ASUNM Film Committee will
present the Albuquerque premiere
of John Huston's 194~-46 World
War ll documentary "Let There be
Light''. The film is one of a trilogy
of documentaries Huston filmed
while serving as an artist-combatant
for 1hc U.S. military. The series of
films were all censored by the
Defense Department and the
Pentagon, with Let There be Light
being held from viewing for 35
years.
The other two films in the trilogy
- "Report from the Aleutians"
(1942) <~nd "S<~n Pietro" (1943-44)both suffered simul<~r f<~tes at the
hands of American military cen-

sors. Report from the Aleutian:; experience. After the initial glory of
documented the extreme boredom the home coming, American G.l.'s
between banies endured by the faced the tas]( of returning to some
American troops. The film was semblance of ordinary life. The
pulled from movie theatres because task of adjusting to the everday
a section of the film showed a shot normalcy without the threat of
of a top secret aircraft bombsight. facing tommorow's battles, while
San Pietro, which documented the remebering yesterday's, took it's
battle for control of a remote toll on countless lives.
village during the Italian CamIn many ways the psychological
paign, was released &fter a one year
delay and reduced from five reels to damage is equal to the physical
damage suffered by the veterans of
three,
any war. Huston's portrayal of the ·
Let There be Light documents trials suffered by this particular
the recuperation of American group of American soldiers is
G.l.'s in a V.A. hospital in Long alternately sympathetic to their
Island. Their recuperation is not for attempts at recovery and critical
the loss of limbs or other physical enough of the system which
damage sustained during the fostered their disabilities to have
fighting, but for the psychological caused it's censorship by the
Pentagon.
d<~m<~ge common to post-battle

*************************************

*

-j(
-j(

t

~
Voter Registrars
~
Needed!
i
~ ASUNM n~~d'> volunteers to register voters. We will be conducting *
-1c
-1c yl'ar·long voter registration drive.
**
d

-j(

.~

For information call277-5528

~

*
**********************************~*

-j(

America's diplomatic, consuJar, commercial, and overseas

cultural and information service is seeking women ani!
m!nority ¥roup members. The Department of State is
strongly concerned about diversifying the Foreign Service
and making it representative of the American population.
American diplomats are serving their country in 230 missions
throughout the world in administrative, consular, political,
economic, commercial, and information /cult.ural functions.
Salaries range from $17,169 to $34,806.
If you arf interested in a challenging career, apply to take
this year's exam. Application forms, which must be submitted by October 23, may be obtained by writing: FSO
Recruitment Branch, Room 7000, U.S. Department of State,
Box 9317 Rosslyn Stailon, Arlington, VA 22209.
Tht.• Foreign Service is on Equal Opportunity Employer

Forel'f!n

Service Exam • December 5

1981·82
Student Directory
Deletion of Names and Addresses

,u•"'-'

Any student wishing to have her/his name
deleted from the Student Directory needs to •
stop by the Student Activities Center located
on the first floor of the New Mexico Union •
Building (SUB) before Friday, September 4,
1981 and fill out the appropriate form.
The Student Directory will be published and
available during the first week in October
and will be on sale at the Student Information Center in the SUB and several other
places on campus for $1.

Let There be Light's release in
December of 1980, although
belated, was timely and appropriate. The experience ot'
veterans of the VietNam war, <~nd
the recent media interest in the
"del&yed response syndrome" have
brought to light an all too real,
debilit<~ting aWiction. Huston's
film is one of timeless relevance,
done with dignity and sympathy.
Let There be Light chronicals the
desperate attempts of Americ<~n
G.I.'s as they learn to walk, talk
<~nd function in a world ignorant to
their inner turmoil.

Originaly intended for re.lease as
a trilogy of films documenting the
experience of war from the soldiers
point of view these films have been
released one at a time. Ideally they

dulling moments spent W&iting for
battles that would bring death to
countless individuals on either side
of the battle lines; San Pietro
should be seen together, with
Report showing the mundane and
documenting the actual battle; and
Let There be Light reporting the
not so glorious recovery of
America's heroes.
While the ASUNM Film
Committee could not obtain all
three prints, their premiere showing
of this emotionally powerful film
will surely enlighten the viewer to
an experience all too common to
our own times. Let There be Light
will show for one night only on
Thursday, September 3, at 7:00 and
9: I~ p.m. Tickets are $1.50 for
students with J.D. and $2.00
general admission,

Visiting coaches had anthusiastic praisB for thB NatlonBI Women's ElitB
Gymnastics Championships hostBd /sst WBBkBnd st UNM. From thll IBft,
Coach Rich Carlson spots for Yumi MordrB; s/1-sround champion Luci Collins
executBs s routine on thB bslancB beam; clown attrsct/on Psul Hunt shows
uneven form on thB unBven psrslfal bsrs; snd Sussn RBpmsnn performs on thB
balsncB bBsm. [Photos by JBff AlexsndBr]

ART EVENTS
UNM
exhibition of works from the over
ASA Gallery
• forty members of the UNM art
War Game - A one person faculty. The show offers a broad
exhibition of works by M.A. cross section of appro<~ches <~nd
candidate Gadi Gofbarg. The game me'Ciiums from the classically
of war and other militaristic tr<~ditional to the <~nnt-way-out·
romances as seen through in- there. The show will run through
stallation and photographs, the September 27 in the upper galleries
show will h<~ng until September 11. of the museum.
The ASA is located in the basement
of the SUB across from the the<~tre.
Santos Metalicos: Mexican Folk
Mexican Catholic
Their hours are from 11:00 a.m. to Retablos 4:00p.m. Monday through Friday. Ikons from the turn of the century,
this exhibit cont<~ins some fine
examples of paintings on tin <~nd
UNM Art Museum
sculptured bu/tos,
pres~nting a
Faculty Art Show An

Men's Voices
still needed for the UNM Concert
Choir and University Chorale. See
professor John Clark in Room 1116
of the Fine Arts Center on Tuesday (9-1)
lOam-noon or 2-4pm.
Both groups meet 3-5:30pm Tues Thurs
Undergrad and Graduate credit available

Grants For
Graduate Study
Abroad
Complete information and applications for
Fulbright and· other awards for graduate study
and research abroad in 1982-83 are now
available. Campus deadline for completed
Fulbright applications is

September 30
Information meeting for
interested canclidales

all

September 2, 3:30 p.m.
1808 Las Lomas N .E.
For more information call UNM
International Programs 277-4032

UNM Gymnastics Reputation
Big Winner at Weekend Meet

variety of styles within the strictures
of religious iconography. In the
lower gallery until September 20.
Sculpture from the 60's and 70's
Various artists, representing
work from the . permanent
collection of the museum,
from funk to pop and back again.
On September 12 running
through October 25 the museum
will present an exhibition of
photogmphs
by
Beaumont
Newhall. Newhall is a professor of
art and photographic history at
UNM and one of the movers and
sh<~kers of photogmphy in the
States.
He
has
United
photographed with Ansel Adams
<~nd the F-64 group, and was
photographic curator for the
Museum of Modern Art from 1940
to 4~. Having written over 200
articles for American and European
publications he is also the recipient
of numerous
aw<~rds
and
fellowships including the Culture
Prize
from
the
German
Photographic Society and the
GUggenheim Memorial Fellowship.

j
I
j

!

Teaching Gallery
Painting in the Landscape Student paintings from Bob Ellis'
summer painting class, through
September. The Teaching Gallery is
located on the second floor of the
UNM Art Building and is open
from 8:00 a.m. to 5.:00 p.m.,
Monday th~ough Friday.
THEATRE, PERFORMANCE,
MUSIC, .FILM
DanceFilm - A multi-imagery
performance utilizing dance, film
and music. The performance will
feature the works of Alain Le
Razer, film animatorcomposer, and
Lorn MacDougal, dancer and
assistant professor of d<~nce at
UNM. [)anceFilm will feature a
premiere of a recent work by
MacDougal entitled "Doggone,"
as well as older works from <IS early
as 1974 including "Exposed
Negative" and "Sw<~p 1 and 2."

Intramural Sign-up
Deadline is Today

The performance will take place
September 4 and 5, <~t 8:00 p.m. at
UNM's Rodey Theatre. Tickets are
available through the Fine Arts Box
0 ffice for $4.00 general admission
and $2.50 for UNM students,
faculty, staff and senior citizens.
Ballet Folkloric.o
de
Ia
Universidad de Guadala)arti
Seventy-five performers will
present a very speci<~l performance
given as a gift from the government
of the Republic of Mexico to the
people of Albuquerque, There will
be one performance only which will
feature a full evening of song,
dance, music and comedy. lJtillet
Folklol'ico is free of admission and
will be held at the UNM Arena on
September 2, at 8:00p.m.

I

Luci Collins collected gold
medals while the University of New
Mexico gathered goodwill last
weekend during .the United States
Gymn<~stics Federation Natiomu
Elite Meet at University Arena.
Collim, <1 15-year-old from
Huntington Beach, California,
easily captured the all-around
championship by winning the
vaulting, floor exercise and balance
beam events during the three-day
meet. She was a U.S. Olympian in
1980, when the national team
boycotted theM oscow Olympics.
There were 70 women in
Albuquerque for the competition,
and 12 qu;1lified for the World
Tri<~ls in mid·September at Fort
Collins, Colorado, with their
performances.
They will join Kelly Chaplin, a
junior at Del Norte High School in
Albuquerque, at the World Trials.
Chaplin Was a tentative entry in the
Albuquerque competition, but was
forced out by an injury. Physicians
believe she'll be able to return to
action by September 17.
University of New Mexico
gymnastics coach Claudia Cagle
was meet director for the Elite
Gymnasts Meet, and was enthusiastic about the results. "We
got absolutely tremendous,
positive, overwhelming responses
from the coaches," she said.
"They all said it was the best elite
meet they'd seen," she reported,
citing the level of organization, a
problem-free program, and the fact
that it was "an entire event, not just
a meet.''
"They all wanted us to host the

I

!·

Golf, tenrtis, aquatics and intramurathon sign•up deadlines are
today at the intramural office.
Ei1tries must be received by 4
p.m. in room 230, Johnson Gym,
for separ<~te men's and women's
swimming and diving meets on
Thursday, September 10; tennis
singles tournaments starting
Friday, Sept. II; and goli singles,
starting Monday, Sept. 14.
Oth~r entries that are due soon
are for the co-recreational mtramurathon on Saturday, Sept. 12;
and inncrtube water polo, starting
Monday, Sept. 14.
FacultY·staff participants in the
co-rcr.reational Fall Tennis Classic
starling Friday, Sept. 11, and
111ushbal\, starting McH1day, Sept.
14, mu~t also register by 4 p.m.

meet again next year. We told them
'we'd see'," C<~gle said. It will take
another two weeks to tally all the
finances, then UNM will know how
it came out on expenses. "It looks
like we broke even," Cagle commented, "but I'm hoping that
maybe we did a little better than
that.'' Any profit from the meet
would benefit the UNM women's
athletic department,
The big benefit to the university,

however, is in national reputation.
"We just got a lot of good publicity
forth~ University of New Mexico,"
Cagle said. "It will reflect
positively on the university in terms

For A Lasting Smile!
Dr. Ed Romero D.D.S.
Family Dentistry
Invites UNMStudents, Faculty, &Staff
to enjoy our complete Dental Services
·
Gall292-4940 for Ai>IJOinhnent
Family Dentistry

Office hours: 8:00 to 5:00 Mon.-Fri.
Sat. Appointments Available

of recruiting.
M<~nyin coaches
ex- r~=========~=:9~2~1~2~1\~fo~n~t~g<~>m~c~·r~y:N~I~·:~~===;
pressed
an interest
UNM when
- -their athletes come of age."
Cagle said the meet attracted
good crowds, with about 6,000
spectators viewing the final session
Saturday night.

Enroll Now for
UNM Student
HEALTH INSURANCE

Open Enrollment Period now for all students carrying

6 or more hours. (Coverage for dependents of eligible

Lobo Louie
Wants You!
to be the Lobo Mascot
con tact Kim Elam
at Alumni Office
277-5808
before Sept. 2, 1981

Recharter
on time
so Your organization
can aPPear in the 1981-82
··camPus Guide to
Chartered Student
organizations··
Rechartering deadline is Friday, Sept.. 11th
THIS YEAR STUDENT ACTIVITIES HILL AGAIN BE LISTING
CHARTERED AND RECHARTeRED SlUWIT ORG~NIZAIIONS IN
A SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT OF THE DAILY L0BO, BUT. TO BE
INCLUDED IN THIS PUBLICATION YOU ~lUST RECHARTER YOUR
iROUP ON TlfiE, TilE INPORitATIO'I liE GET FROM YOUR
RECIIARTERifir, FOR~ WILL BE :;sED TO DESCRIBE YO~~
ORGANIZI!TtON MID LIST ITS JFFlCERS. IF YOU HAVE
ANY QUESTlOtiS OR P10BLE~S, CmACJ STUnENT ACTIVITIES
AT 277·4106 OR CDME UY ROOM lOG, STUDENT UN!O:l BUltDPIG

students also available.)
Enroll at: UNM Cashier's Office; or Student Health
Center beginning August 24, 1981 on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays from 1·4 p.m.; or mail applications and payment to the local representative's office at
the address below, Visa and Mastercharge accepted.

KEYSTONE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
2625 Pennsylvania NE
Alb., NM 87110

Suite 300
884-6827

Enrollment Period Ends
September 14, 1981
Jerry's Kids Need You!
You can donate any or all of donor fee at Yale
Blood Plasma to the Muscular Dystrophy Association to
aid them in their search for a cure.
All donations collected will be presented to the
MDA in the fonor's name. All groups intenisted in rais·
ing money for MDA are welcome.
f-or more information call or come by Yale Blood
Plasma 122 yale SE 266·5729.

----------------------------Bring this coupon on your next visit

and Jerry's Kids will receive an extra
$1 .00 donation in your name.
One per donor

ExfJires 9· 7·81

coupon No. 3
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ON~~IIALF BJ,OCK from UNM, nice, clean,/VC, 3
B~ hoUse to share. One roorn left, completely (ur.

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising
Deadline 12:00 noon for next day's edition,
Open 8:00 a.1n. until5:09 Mon. thru. Fri.
In MaiTon Hall Room 131 or by mail to
UNM Box 20, Alb. NM, 87i3l.
Rates: 17c per word or uc per word per day
if ad is run five or more consecutive days.

Jlishcu, utilities paid, $195/mp., $l2S deposit, 265·
3297.
9/1
ONE IIEDROOM APARTMF;NT unfurnished,
fireplace, !Mge yard, nice neighborhood, North
V~!l 0y, $215/mo., 831-1137.
9/2
LARGE FOUR DEDROOM, two bath, furnished
lwuse, one block to UNM $500, 268-0525.
9/.17
ONE DLOCK .UNM Delux one bedroom furnished
apartment, twin or double beds, $230 include;
utilities, 268-0525, Varsity House, 141 ColumbiaS.E.
9/24
Oft' CARLISLE, LUJ(URV two-bedroom, central
air, appliances, fenced, ~ids, $200. Sun Ren(als, small
fcc,262·1751,
9/4
On' STANFORD, CUTE one-bedroom $II~. fully
fenced, appliances, kids, pets, Sun Rentals, small fee,
~62·1751,
9/4
GARAGE WORKSHOP, 4 FENCE!) rooms, wife
savor kitchen, pets, $160. Sun Renl!lls, small fee, 2621~1.

9~

l.OYELY TWO-BEDROOM, $160, stora~e, wprk
garage, fenced, pelS, no lease. Sun Rentals, small fee,
262·1751.
9/4
NEW COZY TOWN !lOUSE. Mature adu Its, no
pets, once block Norlh Central, l>alcony, quletnelsh·
borhood, $190 plus electricity, 255-5264.
914
ROOMM,\ TF; NEED.t:D SHARE 4 bedroom. 2 bath
house with pool. $180/mo. plus v, of u.tilities. John
or J..anny, 292·6570.
9/3
TIIREt: IJF.DROOM HOUSE for rent. Private yard
with trees, water paid, wtd hookups, IS min. to
UNM, bus service, pets and children OK, $325/mo.,
Sl 50 deposit. Pho11e 281·2361 after ~;00,
9/3
3 DDRM. INVESTMENT In Carlisle/J.,omas area.
!Qcal room arrangerncnt for doubling up to share
expenses. Special terms. Dellamah Realty. Call Linda
Hortt~rB21·S800 Eves, 265-7412.
9/4
ROOM FOR RENT StOO per month near Central and
9/4
Tramway and bus stops. 299-0470 Gary.
MARRIED COUPLE, NEWLY decorated, furnished
apartment utilities paid. 243·6139, 255·5147.
9/4
ONf: Dt:I>ROOM SliS. Studio $185. Efficiency$1SS
furnished, all utilities paid. 1218 Copper N.E. 842-

m

~~

Enclosed Please Fum

1. Personals

$

A· I TYPIST·TERM papers, Resumes 299·8970.

Wt:IGIIT 1\t:DUCTION/DINGEING group
boginning9/8181.1nformation 256·1553.
9/8
Tilt: TRUE STORY o( Nixon's Hatoh~t Man •
Hokona Lounge, Sept. 2& J, 7:30.
9/1
TO Tilt: PRINTING plant people -in cnscyou think
all your dfom are unappreciated, your wrong.
Th~nk You all very mucl1. You've saved my buu n
bundrcd times over .• Steve.
9/1
ETI'riO!'I, t:TJTION, ETITION, Our sweet, lovely
O.klahorn(l rose. Write us. we miss you something
.::m ful (especially Becky). Y'all keep a part of horne
with you, y'hear.-·Comp.
9/4
I'IZlA CITY SI'ECIAI. Ont slice of cheese piua and
1>ne of your favorite toppings and a large soft drink
fllr $1.25 pl\1< tn~ and thi~ M. 127 Harvard S.E. half
No•k •outll ofC'entr~l. Ad good 8131 f81 lo9t6181
914

A!!D<M PRF.Smt:NT JIIIKt: Austin needs a
H>luntecr Mlillant. Duties Include personal aide and
prc11 litti,ou. Journalism background helpful, 10
hour, pet "cek. Call277·S528.
911
\WU'OME .RACK Sl'ECIAI. • lluy 1981 issue of
ton~cpllon• Southwest, UNM's fine arts/literary
pt•bh,ation. ror $4, get 2 different back l"ue• free!
<•<>O<.I through Sept. 4 only in Marron Hall, Room
Dl.
914
A<'Cl'lt-'n; INFORMATION AIIOUT con·
tr"'eplion, <toriliUition, aborliun. Right to Choose.
tfn
194·0171.
IIIOitiiYTIIM, COMPU;'U; INt'ORMATIO!II.
C.<1mputcritcd charts. Do it yourself kit. Take ehorgc
nnd full ad>antage of your Physical, Emotional
(scnl•tivityl and Intellectual energy cycles. Send $3.95
with Bmhtlatc. P.S.I. Biorhythm Service, 490
M11lletoe AHnue, Bosque Farms, N . M. 87068. I0/2
t:ONTAC.'TS71 POLISIIINGH SOLUTIONS11
Casey Optical Company. 261·8846.
tfn
PREGNANCY TESTING & COUNSELING. Phune
241·981 9.
tfn
PASSPORT AND .IDENTIFICATION photos. 3 (or
SS.50!! Lowe.! pric~ in town! Fast, pleasing, near
UNM. Cnll 265·2444 at come to 1717 Girard Blvd.
N.E.
tfn
RAINBOW Pl.ACE • GIFTS, book~. recordings:
cnjO)' coffee, tea while browsing. 9·6• M·Sat., SSS·B
Wyoming N .E•• 255-5222.
9/J
Tilt: POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT Commillce
need• bdp. Students interested in volunteering to
J>rOII!Ote concerts should stop by and visit Suite 24S,
sun.
911
TO Tilt: "Jot<t:R" from CMSU, I saw you at
regutralion, maybe we should get together? Blue
Eyes.
9/1

2. Lost & Found
~·ouNI>

ROll, OF exposed :Hrnm nlm in Mitchell,
R.m. 101. Claim In Marron Hall, Rm. 131.
9/3
CLAIM YOUR LOST possc>Sions at Campus l'olice
8:00 a.rn. to4:()()p.m.daily.
tfn
(;AvU; I.VNN,VOUR calculus book is In
Humanitiel Rnt lSI, Frank Keliy.
9/4
•·oUNI> A SET of keys ncar Regener Hall. Come to
Marron Hall Room 131 to ldcn!lfy and claim.
9/4
LoST: KITft:N, NEAR Coal Place SE, calieo/tigct
mix. Reward. 242•4080.
918
FOW~Il RING Of keys in SOil theatre on Saturday
8129/81. Cdnlnct t'i!m Committee, 277-5608.
918

3. Services
MATH TUTORING-A t.GtBRA, Trig. 294·1663.
9/1
MATH Tl'TORING 268-0491.
9/3
IH:UNAt.ll.l.O COUNTY l.EGAL Clinic. 121 Yale
S.E. 242-2222 Pivorces, Adopiions SI{)().OO, Wills
$20.00.
914

9/30
TIIESt:S, lll!;St:RTATIONS, PROPOSALS edited.
9131
CST Tutoring. Jan Orover265-6094
FAST, ACCURATt:TYPING. Typcrlght. 265·5203.
9/11
EUROPEAN AUTOMOBILES SERVICED by
c~perts.Rcasonable rates. Call Foreign Affairs,
afternoons. 1.94·7702.
919
T\'PEWRITER 1\El'.AIR SERVICE at reasonable
rates. 242·1.506.
919
EXI'ECTING MOTJIERS: BABY care,. house
cleaning your first few days home. Karen's New
Penny Services. References. Call 2SS·J340 after 6.
S(i.SO hourly,
9/1
PROft'A'iSlONAL TYPING BY English MAleditor.
Several years' experience typing dissertations, papers,
90 wpm. Editing available. (Minot corrections free!)
IBM Se!ectric266·95SO.
9/S
TYPING, TYPESt:TTlNG, EDITING, illustnlllon,.
UNM standards! Oinget or Carolyn. 262·1865. 9118
Rf.SUMES • I'ROFF.SSIONAL/CONFIDENTJM,
265·9082.
915
GUITAR LESSONS: ALL styles. Marc's Guitar
StUdio. 265·3315.
tfn

4. Housing
HAlt'ACRE HOMESTEAD 10 MINUU:S from
UNM. llarn, corral, pasture, garden, grapes. Two
bedroom home on quiet street. i"or sale or rent tor
$395/mo. plus utilities and deposit, 8 month lease.
873-3134 after S p.m.
9/3
UVE IN ELEGANCE cheaply. large, sunny wom
in Old Town adobe, Urick floors,vigas, private
Mexican tile bath, Sha•e kitchen and dining, SSO '·'
per month plus half utilities if you can be !lome for
my eight year old son. 3·5 weekdays cal! 277·542.7
9/2
FE!IIALE ROOMMATES WANTEI> to share
darling Z bedroom house Within walking. distance to
UNM.
Study room,rircplace and quiet neighborhood. Rent $!25.00 plus utilities, Call884-7087
or255·6079.
9/2
FE!\IAU: ROOMMATE TWO blocks from lJNJII,
Call262·1091
912
tiiRt:E IIEDROOM HOUSE to share with women
21 and over. Prefer student of mudc, science or art.
Sl50 mot1th plu~ half utilities. Ncar University 266·
10~8.
9/2
WANT TO BUY a home or investment property ncar
UNM? Call Susie llcard, the university area
specialist, Walker·Hinklc Realty 268.4S51, evenings
256·3814.
9/2
PRIVA 'ff; ROOM, IIATH and entrance all utilities
furnished in return for one days work a week. Quiet,
serious student preferred. 266·6027 evenings.
9/2
LUXURY TOWNIIOIJS.:, 3DI>RM 2 bath, 2 car
garage, Jacuzzi. Perfect for Prof. or students.. 3
blocks from campUSS495mo. 883-6161 or268,7SOO.
9/2
n:MALE ROOMMATE TO share trailer three miles
from campus. $100 per month plus half of utilities.
Call Yvette at 84:Z-S321 WID.
912
ON~: HJ.OCK FROM campus; large 3 bedtoorn apt.
19JOV, Gold SE $300 plus .utilkics. 293·5602,
9/2
SUNNV, ROOMY ONE bedroom furnished. Wnik
to UNM $l6S. 268-6358
9/2
WANT CONSUn:RATE GUY to share well·
futtlishcd house: with other serious students. WD
vegetarian. No drugs, smoking. 268·6617, 223 Rich·
mond s.E.
912

I ~~
.• ,z

INDIAN Pl.AZA APARTMt:NTS , 1901 Indian
Plaza Dr, N.E. Quiet, clean, adult complex just
minutes from UNM .campus. Furnished & unfurnished efficiencies, lofts, I & 2 Bdrm. units. Close
to shopping, buses and 1-40. Priced from $200/mo.
Call Liz Rich 268-9544.
9/4
FOR RENTt EFFICIENCY apartment. $180/mo.,
all utilities paid. Air conditioned, swimming pool,
laundry rael!ltles. For more information contact
resident manager, 1410 Girard NE, 266-8392, 255·
6256, or 898-7517.
tfn
'J'IIE CITAI>EI.-S\JPERB location near UNM and
downtown, Bus service every 30 minutes. ! bedroom
or efficiency, from S205. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, sWimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243·2494, tfn
3 DLOCKS UNM. One bedroom, furn., utilities furn,
No pets. S180.00. 293·1070,
9/9
NEAR UNM. ONE bedroom apts, Furnished, S170
plus electricity. No pets or children. 1410 CentraiSE.
Manager apt •. 14.
9/4
SIIARE 2 DORM luxury apartment. Fireplace, pool,
sauna, tennis courts, etc. Only 5185/mo. Charlie 277·
3972,
9/8
UNIQUE 2-DEDROOM APARTMENT. Mature
renters desired. 206 Oold S.E.. $200, 242-4777, 243·
3447.
9/8
fEMALE STUnENT ROOMMATE to share large2
bedroom apt. Fully equipped, beautifully furnished,
$140/mo. plus $85 deposit. No ullillies, Call Tillie,
292·2.465.
9/8
ROOM IN IIOUSE with own .bath, \4 utilities,
$115/mo. 265•2.287.
9/J
NOSSMOKING ROOMMATE NEEDEIJ. 2
bedroom house with yard, S 125 plus utilities.
Wyomi11g and Central Area. 268·8902 beforc2 p.m.
9/1
t't:MAL~; ROOMMATE W,\NTED to share classy
townhuusc ncar Pennsylvania/Montgomery. Career
oriented. 883·8038 after 5:30 p.m. or 884·1350, ext.
218 during the dny.
9/8

5. For Sale
1981 DMW 650, 4SOO miles. S3,00<l. 217,3395.
9/8
liANG GI.Un:R. DOVE B in good condition with
hel~e! and prone kneehanger harness. Everything
you need to Oy for 5650. 242·0145.
9/8
MOPED FOR SALE excellent condition, low
mileage, 11 reat M.P.p.,s, So\()(), includes helmet and
baskt\s. Cull 884-6049.
9/8
Wt; BOT DISTRIDUTORS Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (lennon styles), gold,
rimless. 554.50 regular $65.00 Pay less Opticians,
3007 Menaul N.E.
tfn
110\JSE .-oR SAI.E by owner ~ear north UNM.
Beautiful two bedroom exceptional condition.
Assumable loan or JJO.'o refinance 3012 Delano Pl.
N.E. 266-3264.
9/4
Wf>DI)ING SET-GOLD With antiquing, one
diamond, four chips. Size 4/2$500,00 344-0697.
9/4
1974 VOLVO 245 Good condition $2,300. Call 8218001
9/2
WEDDING GOWN. SIZt 9/10 Elegant Simplicity
$75.00. 344.()697
9/4
1971 PORSCJIE914 $4,500or best offer 821·8001
.~~
HANDGUN RUGER 44 MAGNUM 7\1 barrel, with
hOlster. $230.00 call 344.()697
9/4
w•:T SUIT. WOMEN's medium, White Stag.
Exccllcnl Condition. 247-9752.
!1/1
i 970 LTI> LOAnED 5750 NEG. 243·5784, 268·3341,
Frank
!1/1
USM AREA liOUs•; for sale SE. Large 3 br. with
separate studio/office space. owner 266·7387. ~/I
1974 CHEVY P.U. Good Condition, A,1'.,350 Eng,
S1900.869-262hsk forJoc
9/1
CENTURION HICVCLES AND repairs at special
prices. Harvard Bike Hoose, 137 Harvard S,li. 255·
8808.
9/1
t'OR SALE 1979 kz 750, 6200 miles S1600 call 268·
2764
9/2
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.HONDA HAWK 4QOCC 1978 gooll condition, low
mileage, Best off~r 345-2722.
90
PF.RFt:cr GIFT NEW twenty piece Queen Ware
Stainless .Steel Cookw~re Set. Westbend's Top-of·
thc.line retails $445 Now $295. Buy for Christmas
and sav'e. Call Tony268-5J50 Evenings.
9/3.
ROSIGNAL SKIS 180 .Sol<>man 444 bindings
$150.00. Bell fullface helmet, $7$,00. Both items ill
ex~eilent condition and have negotiable prices, Call
255-8038, .Adrian.
9/3
NEW CONI)JTIQN 1979 Honda 750·K only n5o
miles. Must ~II will take $2250 cash $2600 If
payments. 255-5264
9/4
HONDA ENDURO Sl-IQO tow mileage cream puff,
$350. 296·3320
90

3RD & 4TII YEAR Theatre·ArtS 9r Tete:~
Commuttlcation Major or Minor, Contact: Tom
Moore, KOB-TV-4, 243·4411, Ext. 474.
9/8
JRD & 4TII VEAR Journalism Major or Minor,
Contact: Tom._Moore, KOB-TV-4, 243-4411, E~t.
474.
9/8
IIORSE SHOW GROOM • pan-time weekends.
Experience required. Braid, clip, exercise ltunters.
Will consider e~change for horse board, lessons.
Livc.in possible. Car necessary. 345-7468,
9/8
WORK-STUDY NEllDED; industrious, precise,
numher-prlemed. Call 843·2800, as~ for PR & A.
9/8

7. Travel
GOING SOMEWHERE7 ,\OVERUSE in the dally
lobo.
tfn

6. Employment
CEL'S PIZZA DAY help wanted. Z8 hrs. to 20 hrs,
per week. $3.50 to $3.35 per nour. Apply before 10:00
or after 2:00.
9/1
STUIIENTS UP TO $6 .per hour, Salary guaranteed
4fr people needed for local radio station promotion,
Clear speaking voice, neat appearance a must. Work
from 9AM-2PM or 4PM-9PM. Apply 120 Jackson
NE (bcllind New China Town Restaurant on Central)
9/3
PART-TIME JOB aflern11ons and evenings. Must be
able It;> work Friday and Saturday nights. Must be 21
years old. Apply in person, no pllonc calls, please.
Saveway liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516
Menattl NE.
tfn
LAW OFFICE NEEDS energetic young individual to
work part-time running crramls $3.50 per hour plus
mileage. 243·1733 Must have own transportation.
9/4
liVENING JANITORIAL WORK M-F 5:30·
8:30P.M. Caii255-0SI9 or 821-4866
9/1
SACRED MUSIC VOCALIST n<!'ds accompanist,
W ostside preferred 898-2113,
9/4
PART TIME JOB WI!! not conflict with school
hours. 32 hours per week. Good salary, Receptionist
position. Male or female applicants Welcome. Apply
at Emergency Animal Clinic, 5005 Prospect N .E.
9/8
TEMPORARY, PART-TIMF: pho~e survey. Sept. 3
thru Sept. 13. Call UNM/DPAC 277-3806.
913
RESPONSIBLE STUDENTS NEEDED for part·
tlme evening work. Must be bondable, 881·6632, Z to
5 p.m. Weekdays ouly.
9/8

8. Misceilaneous
UKE TO J'LAY table tennis? Join the Albuquerque
Table Tepnis Club .... meets Tuesday, Thursday,
Sunday 7-IOp.m. and Saturday 2-6, at Monroe Junior
High School. For more info. call Vic 299-8785. 9/2
TilE UNM LAW Schoo.! Clinical law Program
offers legal services for students am\ staff, furnished
by qualified law students under faculty supervision.
Availability Is limited to those whose assets and in·
come do not exceed established· guidelines. $3.00
registration fcc. Call277-5265 for information and an
appointment.
9/18
MASH T·SJIIRTS, CAMOUFLAGED too,
camouflaged shorts, much more. Kaufman's, a rea!
Army-Navy store. 504 Yale S.E.. 256-0000.
9/3
ARM\' PANTS, DAYPACKS, duffles, rnuch more.
Kaufmans, a real Army-NaVy Store, S04 Yale S,E,,
2S6-0000.
9/3
LAS COMPANAS ANNOUNCEMENT in lip
Scrvce.
9/1
CLASSIC 1967 JEFFERSON AIRI'LANE poster
(wooden airplane with Oowers), 28 x 38, Fillmore
Auditorium, thick stock, original, full color, S6 post·
pd. Other San Francisco concert posters from 60's
Including Hendrix, Doors, Stones, Dead, Wbo, etc.
Send SJ for color catalogue [140 posters), refundable
with order, AIRPLANE, P.O. Box 27394, S.F...
94127.
9/B
45 YARDS Of UNP.AINTED cellon duck canvas 60
inches wide 11.9 oz. per square yard. SJ7S.OO ($50.00
9/3
unde• cost)821·BOOI

CLINICAL LAW

PROGRAM
Mash T·Shirts

Now Available On:
ODT·Shir1 $6.99

Camouflage
T·Shirt
$7.99
Ill. ~FJIA

I

.,.,,

•
W~T ••,~·
AIRMIAtmtN••r~. ~

04 YALE,~fj
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The UNM School of Law
Clinical Law Program offers
legal services for students and
staff. The services are furnished
by qualified law students under
faculty supervision. Availability
is limited to those whose assets
and income do not exceed
established guidelines. $3.00
registration fee. Call 277-5265
for information and an ap·
pointment.

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Drizzle
5 Erse
10 .. _ - .
Nanette"
14 Jewish
month
15 Poem part
16 Repute
17 Rule
19 Hindu deity
20 Earlier
21lorrld
23 Platform
25 Can.-US lake
26 Kind of canal
30 Bungles
34 Foreigner
35 Rant
37 Argentine
tree
38Ciamor
39 Economical
42Armygp.
43 Carpets
45 Last word
46Winged
48Ham
50 Worn down
52"Rio -·•
54 Separate
55 Aile

59 Be angry
63 Range part
64 Baleful
66 Reported
67 Oote on
68 War deity
69Termlni
70 More recent
71 Forfeit

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Wednesday's Puzzle Solved

DOWN

1 Planet
2 Concept:
Pref.
3 Starch
4 Roll
5 Aegean isle
6 Rodent
7 First: Abbr.
8 Garner
9Topmale
students:
2words
10 Most prying
11 Of some
verse
12- Scotia
13 Kind of exam
18 Hears
22 Dessert
24 "Vamoose!"

26Sierra27 Pelvic bone
28 Dialect
29 Auriculate
31 Cairo VIP
32 Choice
33 Preserved
36Ciimbing
plants
40 Follower
41 Loft
44 Beaches
47 Prosaic

49 Healing goddess
51 Thrower
53 Apart
55 Kind ol bag
56 Bard-ot·"'-57 Unite
58 Be aware of
60 Bull: Sp.
61 Tints
62 Abstract
being
65 Anger

